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The Chiron Transit Cycle
Chiron 135 to 90 degrees behind natal
Chiron at waning sesquiquadrate –
Synthesis and assimilation of
Chiron was discovered on November 1,
woundedness.
1977 at 4 degrees Taurus. Robert regards 7)
Third Quarter Phase – transit
Chiron, whose orbital path lies between
Chiron 90 to 45 degrees behind natal
Saturn and Uranus, as a spiritual
Chiron at waning square – Reorientation of
messenger linking the visible Saturn, with life toward healing the wound.
its earthly boundaries, to the unseen
8)
Balsamic Phase – transit Chiron 45
Uranus and its spiritual awakening.
to 0 degrees behind natal Chiron at waning
Because of its elliptical cycle, Chiron
semisquare – Release of woundedness. One
spends less than two years in Libra, more may use positive prayer or other techniques,
than eight years in Aries, and varying
such as writing down perceived wound and
amounts of time in the other signs. Chiron then burning paper, releasing ashes to the
returns to natal degree between age 49 and universe, etc.
51.
9)
Chiron Return – transit Chiron
Experiential phases of the Chiron transit returns to conjunction with natal Chiron –
cycle:
initiation into life purpose as healer. A
1)
New Phase – transit Chiron 0 to second cycle of Chiron should be repeated
with adult consciousness of one’s own
45 degrees ahead of natal Chiron wound having been healed and compassion
Emergence of wound.
for others being foremost in one’s self.
2)
Crescent Phase – transit
Chiron 45 to 90 degrees ahead of natal
Chiron at waxing semi square - Assertion Robert demonstrated Chiron Retrograde as
past life wounds, with examples from class
of wound into childhood
charts, as well as his own practice. Chiron
experience.
Retrograde shows where one
3)
First Quarter Phase – transit
needs to overcome frears brought over from
Chiron 90 to 135 degrees ahead of natal
past life experiences.
Chiron at waxing square - External
resistance from others to one’s
Chiron can also be used in Synastry
woundedness.
4)
Gibbous Phase – transit Chiron and Composite Charts and denotes the goal
135 to 180 degrees ahead of natal Chiron of partnership in such charts.
at waxing sesquiquadrate - Questioning
and searching for illumination about one’s This discussion of Chiron enabled a clearer
understanding of this spiritual messenger sent
woundedness.
by the holy spirit to not only integrate our
5)
Full Phase – transit Chiron
180 to 135 degrees behind natal Chiron at own lower and higher selves, but also to
learn love, forgiveness and compassion for
opposition - Objective understanding of
all the others on our planet.
woundedness. Because of Chiron’s
elliptical orbit, the opposition may come
between the ages of 13 and 37. Regardless For this message of light, thank you, Robert.
of age, one should become fully aware of
and understand the wound at opposition.
6)
Disseminating Phase – transit
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